1788. The irst rod thermostat named
“Régulateur du feu” invented and
built by Jean Simon Bonnemain,
French engineer, to control the temperature
of a Hatchery in the suburbs of Paris,
heated by the irst thermosyphon boiler
also invented for the occasion.
This is the direct ancestor of the rod
thermostats made by JPC
Functional reproduction at 1/1 scale made
by Ultimheat (height 900 mm)
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The temperature measurement was preceded by a long period, throughout the 18th century, when irst empirically and then
gradually more accurately, have been developed measurement scales, were discovered ixed points for the calibraion of these
scales, and all physical variaions related to temperature change: thermal expansion of gases, liquids, metals and other solids,
liquefacion temperatures, boiling temperature, magneism, thermoelectricity, just to give a few.
However, this is only when the shortage of charcoal, the rising price of heaing means added with the need for precise
temperature control, that were developed thermostats. The irst one was made for incubators at the end of the 18th
century, by the French engineer Jean Simon Bonnemain, with the irst accurate bimetallic rod thermostat in 1788 (It
was named at that ime “Gouverneur du feu” or “régulateur du feu” (ire governor). It was used to control the water
temperature of the irst central heaing boiler using the thermosyphon that he also invented.
In the irst quarter of the 19th century, the huge development of the central heaing by hot water or low pressure steam
generalized various control systems, most of them in the low pressure steam boilers, and the arrival of electricity for
domesic use in the late 19th century iniiated the search for and discovery during the irst 50 years of the 20th century
almost all current systems thermostats
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1.1.1 BIMETAL STRIPS
The bimetal strip is formed by two co-laminated metal. One has a high coeicient of expansion, the other a lower or zero. When
this strip is heated, it bends proporionally to the temperature . These bimetal blades are generally lat and ixed at one end. But
they can be wound in a spiral shape, although this arrangement most oten used in the construcion of thermometers.
1.1.2 DISCS AND DISCS VARIATIONS

In many applicaions, it is needed to produce a bimetal with a snap operaion with a sudden change of shape at a given
temperature. For this, a bimetal disc is bumped and formed into a dome. Temperature changes cause an accumulaion
of energy therein, which, at a speciied temperature, snaps from the concave to the convex shape. A very rigorous selecion
of the composiion, thickness, depths of stamping and heat treatment, is requested to obtaining accurate, stable and
repeiive operaing temperature.
Based on original round form, were developed rectangular shapes, ovals, etc..
The main diiculty is to obtain a small tolerance and a small diferenial on operaing temperature .
But these snap acion discs are the sensing device of most temperature limiters on the market.
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1.1 Bimetals
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1.2 DOUBLE METAL EXPANSION

1.2.2 PARALLEL BLADES
Their principle is similar to cartridges, they are made of one expandable copper alloy
blade to which is welded at each of its ends a bow shaped invar blade. Expansion of the
copper alloy blade will tend to reduce the distance between the two blades
1.2.3 RODS
The rods are formed of an outer expandable tube in stainless steel, copper or brass, and
an inner invar rod. Expansions value are similar as the cartridges. This principle is the
basis of most current water heater thermostats. This is a very simple, very reliable, the
reacion ime is very fast, as it is the outer tube itself that measures the temperature.
Through the use of expandable metal instead of Invar, it is possible to obtain devices
with anicipaive control acion, which is very close to proporional acion of electronic
controllers.
Using the same metal for the outer tube and the inner rod provides controls that are
only responsive to fast changes in temperature and are used in ire detectors.
In very high temperatures, invar rod can be replaced by quartz or alumina.

1.3 LIQUID EXPANSION

Liquids are incompressible and expand as solids. The expansion forces are very
important and will develop considerable power to the mechanisms.
The expansion of liquid are used in closed subassemblies named « diastats », they
consist of a bulb, a capillary, a bellows or diaphragm.
The expansion of the liquid in the bulb is transmited through the capillary to the
diaphragm which inlates and produces movement. Diaphragms expansion ranges
are between 0.4 and 0.8mm for the enire measuring range. Bulbs volumes are
calculated to provide a speciic displacement for a given range. Freezing temperature
of the liquid gives the lower limit of use, the upper limit is the boiling temperature.
Raising these limits generally cause the destrucion of the diastat.
The good thermal conducivity of liquids used provides short response ime.
1.3.1 LIQUID METALS
Mercury was the irst liquid used in thermostats.
Its irst use was the tradiional mercury thermometer.
Its expansion is almost linear from ambient to 500 ° C.
This is an excellent conductor of heat. So it was ideal for liquid thermostats. However its
toxicity has done it to virtually disappear during last decade
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1.2.1 CARTRIDGES
The cartridge consists of an outer expandable tube, usually stainless steel, and two
non-expandable internal blades, usually Invar.
The elongaion of the envelope is a funcion of temperature. For a length of about 100
mm, this expansion is 0.0020mm per ° C.
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Double metal expansion is the diferenial expansion of 2 diferent metals, not
laminated together. Metal thermal expansion produces huge force, enough for
example do bend railways rails when expansion gaps are not correctly designed.
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1.3.2 LIQUID METALLOIDS
Metalloids are on the borderline between metals and other materials. In thermostats, are only
used sodium and potassium, and especially an eutecic mixture of the two, NaK, which as the
interesing characterisic to be liquid in a wide range of temperature, from ambient temperature
to over 900°C. It is also an excellent conductor of temperature.
These two characterisics have earned him to be selected as a coolant for nuclear plants.
For temperature measurement, it also has the advantage of having a linear expansion.
Its use in thermostats is relaively recent, and arose with self-cleaning ovens, because it allows
devices withstanding high temperatures.
However, it must used in protected devices, without contact with air or water, because it is paricularly reacive, lammable or explosive in contact with them.
It is also corrosive and requires special stainless steel diastats.
1.3.3 OILS
Many oils are used. They are always a compromise between a high coeicient of expansion,
which allows small bulbs, a boiling point as high as possible, a freezing temperature as low as
possible, a good linearity in the range expansion, a good thermal conducivity, and non-toxicity .
Among the most common, we must menion the xylols, oils used in heat exchangers, and
silicone oils.
It is now possible to cover with these 3 types of liquids, ranges from -40 ° C to 400 ° C.
1.3.4 The thermal drit (Correcion factor) of liquid illed bulb and capillary thermostats

The bulb and capillary thermostats have a closed subassembly called “Diastat”.
This diastat, with bulb and capillary made of copper or stainless steel, is composed of 3 parts welded together:
1. The bulb (A), which is the reservoir of the largest porion of the liquid, and witch expansion as a funcion of temperature will
be used to measure it. It is closed at its free end by welding ater liquid illing.
2. The capillary (B), whose outer diameter varies depending on the manufacturer and type of thermostat, between 1 mm and 3
mm, which serves to transmit remotely the increase in volume of the liquid in the bulb
3. The bellows (C), consising of two lexible cups welded together on their edges, having a diameter of 19 to 25 mm (someimes
up to 32 mm on industrial devices), which will convert the increase of the bulb liquid volume into mechanical displacement (e)
These three parts are illed with a liquid under vacuum. The expansion of the liquid, proporional to the temperature increase,
causes the displacement “e”, which is used to operate an electrical contact.
However, the expansion of the liquid in the capillary (B) and into the bellows (C) is not related to the temperature measured by
the sensor (A), but to room temperature in which they are located, and cause therefore a parasite expansion of the liquid and
therefore an unwanted mechanical displacement .
The design of a diastat tends to minimize this movement, by limiing the volume of liquid in (C) and (D) by 2 ways:
• By limiing the capillary internal diameter. The minimum diameter is a compromise between the technological possibiliies of
embodiment of the capillaries, the stresses due to bending of the capillary, and the water pressure losses permissible depending
on the viscosity of the liquid used, and the pressure developed by the expansion.
• On the bellows: When illing the diastat, the two membranes forming the bellows are pressed against each other, without gap,
and thus only a small amount of luid can go between them. However the volume of liquid in the bellows increases progressively
as the liquid in the bulb (A) expands by the temperature rise. The raio of the drit therefore not only reports to the iniial volume
inside the bellow, but increase with the temperatures as this volume increases with the temperature rise on the bulb.
The counterpart of this design of the bellows with a small amount of liquid when illing the diastat is that no mechanical
movement is possible below this illing temperature. In assembled thermostats, adjusing the set point is not possible below
this temperature at which the bellows is empty. This area below the illing temperature is called “dead zone”, and typically
corresponds to an area where no temperature is printed on the thermostat knob.
The parasite drit of a bulb and capillary thermostat will be given in the data sheet and expressed in ° C / ° C or ° K / ° K
It depends on the volume raio between the bulb and capillary + bellows. A large volume bulb is less sensiive to drit, and a short
capillary also decreases it.
In the case of ixed temperature high limit thermostat, the small bulbs will lead to a high sensiivity to the ambient temperature
on the thermostat body.
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Comparaive values for thermal drit in a dia. 19 mm membrane diastat, and a displacement “e” of 0.8 mm for the
temperature span (approximate values)
Drit with 250 mm capillary Drit with 900 mm capillary Drit with 900 mm capillary
(°K/°K)
(°K/°K)
(°K/°K)
4-40°C
0.1
0.12
0.14
30-90°C
0.18
0.20
0.24
50-300°C
0.25
0.45
0.58
This drit explains that thermostats calibraion temperature are given for a body ambient temperature of 23°C+/-2°C (standard
ambient condiion given by EN60068-1), and usually for an immersed capillary length of 80 to 100 mm

Temperature range (°C)

Set point temperature (°C)

4-40
30-90
50-300

40
90
300

Efecive contact opening
temperature if ambient on
thermostat body is 0°C
40+3,2
90+5,5
300+13,3

1.4 VAPOR PRESSURE

This system involves in diastats a mix of liquid and its saturated vapor , just as in a
butane botle, where are coexising gas and liquid.
In this closed environment, any increase in temperature results in an increase in
pressure and signiicant volume changes.
Unfortunately gases are compressible, and even if it is possible to obtain signiicant
movements, the available force is low. Movements are not linear, and these systems
are sensiive to changes in atmospheric pressure. Among the main illers used, there
are :
1.4.1 FREONS
They are used because of their availability, and exising vacuum illing systems for
refrigerant circuits. They also work in low temperatures.

1.4.2 BUTANE AND PROPANE
They are used for the same reasons as above, but have the disadvantage of being
lammable.

Efecive contact opening
temperature if ambient on
thermostat body is 50°C
40-3,8
90-6,5
300-15,7

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Examples of temperature drit on a thermostat with a 1.5 m capillary
(to be added to calibraion tolerances)
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Temperature range

1.4.3 OTHERS: METHYL CHLORIDES
They are used in capillary thermostats and membranes room thermostat
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In state change devices, a linear displacement against temperature it not used. What is used
is the instant change of volume that appears at speciic temperatures at meling, freezing, and
boiling points on various elements.
For example, the freezing point of water at 0 ° C causes an increase in volume, meling at 0 °
C causes a reducion in volume, but also the transiion from the solid state to the liquid state :
when water is boiling at 100 ° C steam causes large volume increase.
State change systems will therefore use these special properies of a number of elements and
compounds.

8

1.5.1 WAXES
Thermostaic wax is a complex mixture of many components providing a diferent Meling /
Freezing temperature depending on the composiion. At this temperature there occurs a high
volume change. Waxes have the characterisic increase in volume when they melt.
This system, which causes a high displacement, is used for car thermostats, to open the low
path of water. It is also common in central heaing radiators thermostat, as well as in mini-jacks
locking the doors of ovens, washing machines and other appliances.

1.5.2 LOW FUSE TEMPERATURE ALLOYS
These fusible alloys are all descendants of those discovered by Darcey at the beginning of the
nineteenth century. An alloy of in, animony, lead, bismuth and other metals, will have meling
temperatures between 25 and 200 ° C depending of the percentage of each ingredient.
Their irst applicaions were opening the steam pressure locomoive blowdown valve. The meling
of the alloy at a predetermined temperature is used to release a mechanical system (ire fusible
links) or directly open an electrical circuit (thermal cut-out electrical fuses ).
1.5.3 BOILING
The boiling of a liquid causes, in a closed circuit, a sharp increase in pressure. This increase in
pressure may be due to local boiling in a capillary thermostat diastat. This allows to make
thermostats sensiive to temperature on a long distance, detecing hot spot at any place on
the capillary.
Boiling is also used in glass bulbs, which breaks when the liquid inside boils and releases a
mechanical or electrical system. The best-known applicaion is the control of the “sprinkler”
systems, common in building ire detecion.

1.6 OTHER SYSTEMS
1.6.1 THE CURIE POINT
The Curie temperature is the temperature at which a magnet loses its magneizaion. This
temperature can be changed by altering the composiion of the magneic alloy. This loss of
magneizaion releases a mechanical or electrical system.
This applicaion is limited to a few speciic uses, such as rice cookers
1.6.2 FORM MEMORY
Some alloys or compounds, subject to a certain temperature, return to the form they had before
their mechanical processing. Heat treatment and composiion determine these temperatures.
1.6.3 EXPANSION OF GAS
This system is mainly used for the producion of thermometer, because the available forces are
weak and can hardly operate a contact. Is linear expansion and allows a linear scale in a wide
range of temperatures.
The gases used are mainly helium and argon
These systems are sensiive to atmospheric pressure and demand a compensaion system
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2.1 ELECTRICAL CONTACTS SYSTEMS

2.1.1 SLOW BREAK
In slow break contacts both sides deviate slowly at speeds of the order of 1/10 mm per second.
In the normal atmosphere, then an electrical arc occurs when the contacts are close together.
The duraion of this arc is a funcion of voltage.
For voltages up to 24V DC or 110VAC, the duraion of this arc is short, less than 0.1s.
For higher voltages, the arc lasts much longer, producing premature fusion of the contact, and
many radio interference.
This is why it is not recommended, despite the mechanical advantages (simplicity, low cost, high
precision), to use slow break (or slow make) contact in 230V electrical circuits , for fast cycling
applicaions.
2.1.2 SNAP ACTION
On snap acion contacts, the gap between contacts occurs at much higher speed, of about 1m
per second (100,000 imes faster than a slow break contact). The contacts spacing to exinguish
the electrical arc is reached in less than 1/1000 sec. There is no radio interference, and the
contact does not substanially deteriorate.
This type of contact is mechanically much more complicated, more expensive, and does not
allow small diferenial control. It is paricularly suitable for control devices in 240V or 400V.
Several techniques are used to get a snap acion:
• The oldest is the use of magnets on the contact blades. The magneic ield decreases with the
4th power of distance. The atracion between the two blades thus takes a very short distance. This system is highly reliable, but
not currently used due to the large number of components that it requests.
It was used extensively on the needle contacts on barometers, manometers, thermometers with a circular dial, and was the irst
snap acion system to be used in thermostats
• The most common today is the energy storage blade, whose drawings have been are simpliied in recent years, largely due to
the improvement of beryllium copper alloys, and new design concepts.
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As numerous mechanisms exist, we decided not to disinguish on the basis of construcive technique, but according to their
operaion speed, which is the key element.
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2.2.1 MATERIAL CONTACT
Before the development of silver electrical contacts, the irst electric thermostats used mercury. Liquid mercury, enclosed in
a glass bulb having two electrodes, established the contact between them by iling, or more simply, a metal needle, by its
movement, established the contact with the surface of the mercury.
Electrical contacts are currently rivets made of pure silver, or slightly alloyed with other metals or oxides (Cadmium, Nickel,
Tin,)
Silver was chosen because it is the best known conductor of heat and electricity. Contact wears by micro vaporizaion at each
open and close cycle. This vaporizaion is proporional to the strength and duraion of the electric arc.
The thermal conducivity of the silver allows it to quickly evacuate the peak temperature occurring during opening of the
contacts.
Its very good electrical conducivity allows for devices with very low contact resistance, generally less than 3 milliohms.
However it is not stainless and is gradually covered by a thin layer of silver oxide which is not electrically conducive.
This layer is easily vaporized during use in common household voltages (120V, 230V). However, for use in low voltage (less
than 12V) and very low currents (a few milliamperes), the arc created when opening the contact is not suicient to vaporize
the contact.
This is the reason why, for low-power circuits, the contacts are protected against the oxidaion by a thin layer of gold.
2.2.2 CONTACT GAP
Ater opening, the contacts are spaced by a gap. This gap, according to the device may vary from 1/10th to 3mm or more. An
usual value in thermostats is 0.3 to 0.4 mm, which corresponds to micro-disconnecion requested by electrical standards .
Smaller gap, which is the mechanical requirement to make low diferenial devices (see deiniion belows) cannot be used in high
voltages, because, although there is no mechanical contact between the 2 contacts, an electrical arc can spontaneously appears
in 380 or higher voltages: just adverse weather condiions such as high relaive humidity may be suicient.
A method to increase the contacts gap without requiring thermostats to provide signiicant movement, is the double break,
used on some manual reset thermostats, which also reduces the risk of contact welding

2.3 CONDITIONS OF USE AND ELECTRICAL LIFE

In the speciicaions for an electromechanical thermostat, the expected life is described in terms of mechanical and electrical.
Electrical life :
This is speciied as a minimum number of cycles (acion of opening and closing) will make, carry, and break the speciied load
without contact sicking or welding, and without exceeding the electrical speciicaions of the device.
Mechanical life:
This is the number of operaions which a thermostat can be expected to perform while maintaining mechanical integrity.
Mechanical life is normally tested with no load or voltage applied to the power contacts, and is not part of this document.
Switch performance is inluenced by a variety of factors, including: frequency of operaion, type of load, temperature,
humidity, alitude. Electrical raings are been tentaively standardized in UL 1054, CSA22.55 or IEC61058-1 (Switches for
appliances). IEC60730-x standards have speciied tesing methods and preferred electrical life classes for electrical control and
safety switches. These life classes are (cycles):
300 000, 200 000, 100 000, 30 000, 20 000, 10 000, 6 000, 3 000 (1), 1000(1), 300 (2), 30(2)(4), 1(3).
1) Not applicable to thermostats or to other fast cycling acions.
2) Applicable only to manual reset.
3) Applicable only to acions which require the replacement of a part ater each operaion.
4) Can only be reset during manufacturer servicing.
The raing tables should be considered as working maximum for most applicaions. Hereunder are given some limitaions that
apply when they are used in other loads and voltages.
The current raing of thermostat switches is given in their technical data sheets for a resisive load in 250 or (and) 400V AC and
a speciied number of operaions. When there is enough room, these values are printed on the product. In most of case, only
the minimum mandatory informaion is printed. The cycle number is excepionally printed, but this is one of the most criical
parameter to esimate the expected life of the thermostat.
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2.2 CONSTRUCTION
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1: Ideniicaion of terminals that are suitable for the connecion of external conductors, and if they are suitable for line or neutral
conductors, or both.
L= must be used for line in United Kingdom, other countries no restricion. N must be used if the terminals must be used for
neutral ( All countries)
2: Manufacturer’s name or trade mark
3: Inducive load raing with power factor = 0.6 (When inducive load value is not printed, these contacts may be used for an
inducive load, provided that the power factor is not less than 0,8, and the inducive load does not exceed 60 % of the current
raing provided for the resisive load.)
4: Resisive load raing with power factor = 0.95+/-0.05
5: Degree of protecion provided by enclosure, does not apply to controls or parts thereof classiied as IP00, IP10, IP20, IP30 and
IP40.
6: High temperature limits of the switch head (Tmax), if other than 55 °C.
7: Low temperature limits of the switch head, if lower than 0 °C
8: Ground terminal ideniicaion (if exising)
9: Unique type reference
10: Rated voltage or rated voltage range in volts (V) (Frequency prining is mandatory if other than for range 50 Hz to 60 Hz
inclusive)
11: Micro-disconnecion (reduced contact gap) Prining is not mandatory.
12: Number of cycles of actuaion for each manual acion (For manual reset thermostat).
Number of automaic cycles for each automaic acion (for control thermostat). Prining is not mandatory
13: For use on alternaive circuit, 50 to 60Hz inclusive
14: Temperature limits of mouning surfaces (Ts) if more than 20 K above Tmax
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2.3.1 Explanaion of printed values made on a thermostat upon IEC60-730-1 § 7-2

2.3.2 VOLTAGE, RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT, SHIFTING ANGLE (cos phi)
In Europe, the most common voltage is 230 Volts AC 50Hz. In general, all devices are designed for these condiions.
400V operaion must match paricular contact spacing. However, paricular atenion must be given to the type of load to
control: Electrical raings are always given for a resisive load (cos phi = 1). Applicaions with inducive loads like motors,
transformers, coils, ballast, or capaciive loads, like capacitors on one or 2 speed motors cause much more important
electrical arcing between contacts . These inducive or capaciive loads severely limit the contact raing.
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Overvoltage peak on inducive load circuits
When a switch breaks an inducive load, a fairly high counter electromoive force (counter emf) is generated in the switch’s
contact circuit. The higher the counter emf, the greater the damage to the contacts.
The quanity of electrical current which lows through the contact directly inluences the contact’s life. Impulse voltage is the
criical value which the switch must withstand when the voltage surges momentarily due to switching an inducive load. They
generate a current surge wave, witch form has generally a pulse width of 20 to 50 µs. Surge pulse raing is speciied by its intensity
and its width. Pulse width is ime measured from pulse start to decrease to 50% of its maximum current value.
Figure shows a 8/20μs rated curve.
Motors loads impulse voltage:
During start-up, a motor can pull 600% or more of its running current. Thus, a 3 amp motor may actually pull 18 amps or more
during start-up. Addiionally, when disconnected, a motor acts as a voltage generator as it slows to a stop. Depending on the
motor, it can feed back into the circuit voltage well in excess of rated line voltage. These voltages appearing across the separaing
contacts can cause a destrucive arc to exist between the contacts, which can lead to early failure of the contact
Lamp loads impulse voltage:
A tungsten ilament lamp, when ilament is cold, has an iniial inrush current of 10 to 15 ime the nominal current.
Transformers inducive loads:
When power is removed from a transformer, its core may contain remanent magneism. If power is reapplied when voltage is
of the same polarity as that of the remanent magneism, the core may go into saturaion during the irst half-cycle of reapplied
power. As a result, inductance will be minimal and an inrush current of perhaps 1,000% may exist for a few cycles unil the core
comes out of saturaion. Also, as with motor loads, when power is removed from a transformer, the transformer will develop a
counter voltage which can cause a destrucive arc to exist between separaing contacts.
Distributed line capacitance loads:
This occurs when a switch is located a considerable distance from the load to be switched. The instant the contacts close,
distributed line capacitance charges before load current lows. This capacitance can appear as an iniial short circuit to the
contacts, and can pull a current well in excess of load current.
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Electrical contact raing reducion on inducive loads
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Self-regulaing heaing cable inrush current trend
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Self-regulaing cables inrush current surge
This is a completely diferent efect than short transient currents due to the contact switching interacion with the load.
This current surge is due to the PTC design of self-regulaing cable and takes several minutes to dissipate.
Oten the heaing cable will be at a relaively low temperature (and hence low resistance) when iniially energized. The low
resistance will thus draw a high start-up current, inversely proporional to the ambient temperature. It can reach 2 imes the
nominal value given at 25°C by the manufacturer
Refer to records of cable manufacturers to check the inrush current value.
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Average inducive loads correcion factor
(if no arc suppression device is used)

Indicaive average current raing reducion coeicients (AC)
Single phase Three phase
Self-regulaing
Resisive
Electromagneic
Filament lamp**
Transformer
motor
motor
heaing cables*
load
coil
1
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.12/0.24
0.18/0.33
0.6
* Average value, depending on cable ambient temperature at startup, see the manufacturers manuals and Standard CEI60898
** with hot ilament
E-Mail: info@ulimheat.com Web: www.ulimheat.com
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Average approximate values for a snap acion mechanism with silver contacts.
Characterisic points:
A: Zone of mechanical break of the contact blade by metal faigue
B: Contacts fast meling zone due to combinaion o inducive current, high voltage and high intensity
C: Zone of contacts rapid deterioraion due to huge arcs
D: Zone of contact damage due to heaing of the contact blade by the Joule efect and the loss of its elasic characterisics,
combined with the electrical arcs
2.3.3 AC AND DC
In the alternaive current, the voltage crosses zero in each cycle, causing the arc exincion.
In DC circuits the contact does not pass a zero voltage.
So, the arc will exinguish only when the contacts gap becomes large enough to break the arc (a phenomenon used in arc
welding equipment).
In thermostats the contact gap is generally low, from 0.3 to 0.5 mm.
In voltages higher than 48VDC, this contact gap is insuicient to exinguish the arc, which coninues through the electrical
conducivity of the ionized air caused by the passage of current.
Contacts wearing is then extremely fast, and contacts can melt or weld in a few cycles, because the unidirecional low of current
causes a transfer of metal between the contacts
Any applicaion requiring the use of a thermostat in a DC circuit above 48V should be studied carefully, in collaboraion with the
supplier of the thermostat, so that reliable technical soluions (increased contact gap, magneic blow of the arc or other contact
protecion) can bee implemented.
DC Indicaive breaking capaciies reducion on snap acion silver contacts, with the same lifeime, in resisive circuit
Current
0.2 mm contact gap
0.25 mm contact gap
0.5 mm contact gap
AC, 250V
15
15
15
DC, 8V
15
15
15
DC, 30V
2
2
6
DC, 120V
0.4
0.4
0.5
DC, 230V
0.2
0.2
0.25
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Average electrical life of a thermostat switch rated 15A250V, 300.000 cycles
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HIGH FREQUENCY

2.3.5 CONTACTS PROTECTION (capacitors, ilters, varistors, magneic blow)
It is possible, by means of accessories external to the contact, to extend or improve its longevity.
These systems are all designed to limit the duraion of the arc.
•The oldest is the capacity mounted in parallel to the contact, which allows to use it in DC. This soluion was extensively used
some decades ago, when there were sill domesic DC power supply. It is efecive and inexpensive.
•The ilter (Inductance and capacitor assembly) is mainly used on slow break contacts to avoid radio interference. It signiicantly
increases the electrical life.
• More recently discovered, Varistors, absorb surges created by contact opening, and limit the arc duraion and intensity. They
double or triple the life, especially in inducive circuits.
• The magneic blow, litle used, is intended only for DC currents. A strong magnet located around the contact area, deviates the
ionized arc, and makes a longer path that exinguishes the arc. This is the soluion for high power raings in 120 and 230V DC
loads.
• Inductance: This system is mounted in series with the switch in the immediate vicinity of the contact. When it is well
engineered, it has a smoothing efect on the voltage peaks
2.3.6 CONTACTS CONTAMINATION
The presence in the atmosphere of a number of chemicals may have an adverse efect on the contacts operaion and life.
In paricular:
• A high relaive humidity: more intense arcs, because the air loses some of its insulaing properies
• Presence of ammonia : oxidaion of contact blades, which are made of copper alloys.
• Presence of silicone oil or vapors: silicone on the contacts stops the electrical current, because when silicone is burned by the
electric arc, it becomes silica (aluminum oxide), which is a high temperature resistant insulator .
2.3.7 CONTACT SYSTEMS CROSSED BY THE CURRENT
In some small devices (temperature limiing), the contact mounted bimetal strips are themselves the temperature sensing
elements.
These strips are not, because of their composiion, very good conductors of electricity. The current low in them causes them
to heat by Joule’s efect, and this temperature comes to be added to the temperature measurement. This is named « current
sensiivity » and « thermal drit » in calibraion.
2.3.7 CONTACTS OXIDATION
We have seen above that the contact resistance was very low, of the order of a few milli-ohms. Whatever the current passing
through it, the resistance is too low to cause signiicant heaing. However, if for one reason or another (contaminaion, oxidaion,
insuicient contact pressure, mechanical deformaion, etc..), the contact resistance increases, this resistance will heat the
contacts if the current is high, and may overheat them enough to melt or burn lammable materials located nearby.
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2.3.4 CYCLING SPEED AND NUMBER OF CYCLES
Electrical contact life is, as we have seen above, the result of many factors.
It is important that the contact has ime to evacuate the heat due to the electric arc. Too fast cycling (more than 0.5 per second)
cause premature wear, since the contact can not evacuate the rise in temperature.
Most thermostats are designed to withstand:
• 100 000 cycles in control devices.
• 10 000 cycles in safety devices.
In some applicaions the number of cycles can be much lower. A device designed to withstand 100,000 cycles at 1A can withstand
25A for a few hundred cycles, and even 100 or 150A for 1 cycle.
Expected life and cycle is a very important parameter to know for the determinaion of a thermostat.
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High frequency applicaions should be avoided, because they iniiate overheaing loops in contact blades, which anneals them
and modify their lexibility. The contact blade loses its snap acion contact and contacts weld or have a premature wear
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2.4.1 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
This the irst funcion of a thermostat. A temperature control acion contact is a contact that will cycle periodically, by opening
and closing an electrical circuit. This is not a safety device. Contacts must withstand a high number of cycles.
2.4.2 THE AUTOMATIC RESET
The automaic reset is a temperature limiter funcion that does not require, in case of tripping, the intervenion of an operator. This
type of contact is intended to warn of a malfuncion and avoid product destrucion if the control device is not working or broken. It
resets when the temperature returns to permited limits.
The current number of cycles of operaion of this type of acion is between 300 and 10 000.
2.4.3 THE MANUAL RESET
A manual reset is a temperature limiing funcion, which requires, in case of tripping, the intervenion of an operator to reset the
device. This type of contact is intended to warn of a malfuncion and protect the product by shut of the electrical power. The
reset can be done when the temperature is returned to the authorized limits. Manual reset can be accessed or hidden. In general,
they cannot be reset without using a tool or without removing a cover or a cap.
The current number of cycles of operaion of this type of acion is between 300 and 10 000.
2.4.4 ELECTRICAL RESET
This is the same funcion as above, but there is no reset buton. It automaically resets ater disconnecion of the power supply.
2.4.5 RESET BY TEMPERATURE DROP
Temperature drop reset is an automaic reset ater a signiicant drop in temperature, generally close to the ambient temperature.
This soluion is very litle used.
2.4.6 THE “ONE SHOT”
The “one shot” is a type of contact that can only be opened once. Its use is typically that of ulimate safety device, which deinitely
cut the power supply. Restaring the applicaion needs a full replacement of it. Its number of operaing cycles is 1. This funcion
can be performed by metal alloy meling, plasic pellet meling, glass bead break, triggering of a bimetal disc whose return to the
staring posiion is not possible even in the coldest ambient temperatures
2.4.7 FAIL SAFE
Fail safe is a posiive auto control of the device. Any leakage or breakage of the temperature sensing device causes the electrical
power shut-of. This funcion is diicult to deine in bimetal thermostats (discs, rod, bimetal), but for thermostat using a bulb and
capillary assembly, it deines the mode of operaion when it leaks.
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2.4 CONTROL ACTIONS

Diastat Standard Operaion:
Posiion1: a standard diastat is shown in the staring posiion, at room temperature.
In posiion 2: the temperature of the sensor has reached the set point, and the inlaion of the bellows caused the opening of the
contact, stopping heaing.
In posiion 3: the bulb (or capillary) leaks, the bellows delates, the electrical contact closes, and the heaing is switched on again.
But no further expansion is transmited to the bellows, and nothing can stop nor regulate heaing. This is the dangerous situaion
that failsafe systems must obviate.
Posiive safety is primarily used on manual reset thermostat, installed ater a standard temperature control unit.
There are two fail safe systems with a diferent mode of operaion, each system having its own advantages and disadvantages.
, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Liquid expansion type failsafe systems

In these systems, ater sealing the diastat at ambient temperature, a small bump is made on the bulb, causing an ariicial
inlaion of the bellows (1). It is also possible to produce the same funcion by sealing the diastat at a negaive temperature (-20,
-30 ° C). By these ways the bellows coninues to contract at temperatures below room temperature.
When the temperature on the bulb increases (2), the movable part of the electrical contact is actuated by the bellows. When
the bulb or the capillary is leaking (3) the bellows is delated under the thickness it has at ambient temperature, and an auxiliary
mechanism (in red) displaces the ixed part of electrical contact out of reach of the movable part, thereby opening the contact.
This posiive safety system allows easy adjustment of the thermostats trigger temperature, because the mechanism is similar
to an adjustable thermostat, and calibraion can therefore cover the enire temperature range of these adjustable thermostats.
However, it has two issues:
• The ariicial increase of the bellows signiicantly increases the volume of liquid inside thereof, and thus increases its
sensiivity to the ambient temperature on the thermostat head.
Examples of calibraion point drit on a manual reset thermostat with 1.5 m capillary, calibrated at 90 ° C
Set point drit with head temperature Set point drit with head temperature
at 0°C
at 50°C
With fail safe
90+8,1
90-9.5
Without fail safe
90+5,5
90-6,5
• When the ambient temperature falls under the freezing point, the bellows coninues to contract, and can unexpectedly actuate
the safety.
This type of false tripping is supervised by the EN60730 standard, which sets the minimum ambient temperature without
triggering at -15 ° C.
However, when using these thermostats in areas with ambient temperature lower than this limit, it is necessary to warm up the
thermostat bulb around 20 ° C to reset the safety when it has triggered.
Type of mechanism
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In boiling type fail safe systems, the bellows of the diastat consists of two dishes, one of which is bumped.
This bumping is of convex shape, as a bimetallic disc, and snaps from convex to concave when subjected to a force. The diastat,
before illing (1) is constructed so that the cup is in the unstressed posiion is outwardly bulged.
The diastat is then illed with thermostaic liquid under vacuum, then sealed with the cup pushed inwards (2). In this posiion,
the electrical contacts are closed.
In case of temperature rise, the liquid boils at the temperature determined by its composiion. The substanial increase in volume
caused by the boiling causes the change of shape of the cup, which snaps outwards and opens the contact (3). Upon cooling of
the liquid, the force produced by the diastat and required for bumping inwards the cup is insuicient, and it is necessary to press
it with a reset buton to restore it to its inward form.
In case of punctures or leaks in the diastat, the liquid inside is set to the atmospheric pressure, and the cup snaps outwardly.
This system is paricularly simple, reliable, and requires no complicated mechanism. It is not sensiive to the ambient
temperature on the capillary or on the head, does not trigger unexpectedly when ambient temperatures are too low.
It has, however, like the previous one, two laws:
• Triggering temperature depends of boiling liquid used (Generally mixtures of water, glycol and alcohol), and therefore they are
pracically limited to values between 60 and 170 ° C.
• They are sensiive to atmospheric pressure and set point varies slightly with alitude.
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Boiling style failsafe systems
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2.5.2 SIMULTANEOUS CONTACTS
Simultaneous contacts are independent contacts, with synchronous acion.
This is paricularly important in cuing a three-phase circuit devices, because the cut of the three phases must be done at the
same ime
2.5.3 STAGGERED CONTACTS
These contacts are operated by the same measuring system, but at diferent temperatures.
2.5.4 NEUTRAL ZONE CONTACTS
These contacts are parts of the staggered contacts, but with no electrical acion between their set points. Their paricular
applicaion is the air condiioning or refrigeraion.
For example the contact # 1 switches of the heaing at 100 ° C, the contact # 2 will turn on the vent at 120 ° C. Between these
two temperatures, no acion will be required: this is the neutral zone
2.5.5 ADJUSTABLE DIFFERENTIAL CONTACTS
The diferenial is the temperature diference exising between the moment the device actuates (opens) a contact and when, as
a result of the drop in temperature resuling from its opening acion, it resets.
Depending on the type of contact, these diferenials can have huge span.
The adjustable diferenial is a system that allow the user to change it.
For technical reasons and cost, adjustable diferenial mechanism is reserved for industrial type systems using gas expansion.
2.5.6 MIXED CONTACTS
Mixed contacts by means of a combinaion of diferent systems above.
The most common combinaion is a control and a reset contact, or or a control and and a one shot contact.
2.5.7 FLAMEPROOF CONTACTS
A lameproof contact is a contact does not allow the electric arc that it produces to ignite an explosion outside its enclosure.
The electrical arc is not deleted.
There is a diference between the devices whose only the electrical contact is protected and those whose enire mechanism is
protected.
2.5.8 FLAMEPROOF ENCLOSURE CONTACTS
In these devices only the mechanism of the electrical contact is protected by a lameproof enclosure. The electrical connecions
are made at the end of a cable secured to the casing of the contact area and must be made outside the hazardous area, or in a
suitable connecion box.
This soluion provides small devices, and low cost.
2.5.9 FLAMEPROOF ENCLOSURES
Flameproof enclosures are massive envelopes where the enire device is enclosed. Electrical connecions can be made inside the
envelope.

3. THERMOSTATS TYPES
3.1 BIMETAL THERMOSTATS

It is currently the thermostats family where quaniies are the most important. Numerous coniguraions exist, and the current
trend is simpliicaion and footprint reducion.
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2.5.1 CHANGE OVER CONTACTS (SPDT, for: single pole double throw)
The changeover contact is a contact with three terminals.They are a common, a normally closed contact and a normally open
contact. During actuaion, the contact switches from one posiion to another. This allows for example to switch of the heaing
and simultaneously turning on venilaion
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2.5 MULTIPLES CONTACTS
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Fixed temperature bimetals thermostats are devices whose temperatures are factory ixed, and which have no set point access
by the user. They are used, depending on the model, as control devices or safety. The contacts can be slow make or break or snap
acion, control or reset, normally open, normally close or SPDT. Almost all contact opions described above are possible.
These devices are divided in two major groups: those sensiive to the current (which are smaller) and those insensiive to the
current.
The most common ranges are set from 20 to 180 ° C.
However, models with ceramic case can be made up to 450 ° C, and waterproof models to -30 ° C
3.1.2 ADJUSTABLE BIMETAL THERMOSTATS
They are adjustable by screwdriver or shat. Their main applicaions are in small appliances
(deep fryers, irons).
They are always control type devices, using a bimetal strip.
Common temperature ranges are from 20 to 300 ° C.
They are current sensiive or insensiive depending on models.
Models with current sensiive bimetal or heated by a resistance, are used in energy regulators.
3.1.3 SPIRAL BIMETAL THERMOSTATS
Bimetallic spirals have been widely used for the producion of thermostats. This system is now
abandoned by European manufacturers, as it required using a mercury bulb contact, or a slow
break contact. There are sill only a few manufacturers in the USA, for 110V applicaions.
These bimetallic spirals (helicoil style) are sill used in some air duct thermostats (Called airstats).

3.2 BIMETALLIC EXPANSION THERMOSTATS
3.2.1 CARTRIDGE THERMOSTATS
These control devices, adjustables, slow break, have a very high precision, and the lowest
possible diferenial for a mechanical thermostat: less than 1/10 ° C. In general, they are
mounted in a 15.8mm dia. bore.
However, because of their slow break, generaing radio interferences in 230V, their use in Europe
is marginal, restricted to uses in some laboratory hotplates. Common temperature ranges are from
20 to 300 ° C.

3.2.2 CONTACT THERMOSTATS
These control devices, adjustable, slow break, have a very high precision, and low diferenial: less
than 1 ° C. They are mounted on a lat wall, ixed by 2 screws .
However, because of their slow break, generaing radio interferences in 230V, their use in Europe
is marginal, restricted to uses in some laboratory hotplates or when low diferenial are sought.
Common temperature ranges are from 20 to 250 ° C.
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3.1.1 FIXED TEMPERATURE BIMETAL THERMOSTATS
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3.3 LIQUID EXPANSION THERMOSTATS
3.3.1 MERCURY EXPANSION IN GLASS TUBE
This is one of the irst thermostat systems, invented ater the mercury
thermometers. A wire is inserted in the capillary glass tube. When the mercury
touches the wire, the contact is established. This type of thermometer has long been the reference instrument for precise
temperature control . It has no more serial applicaions .
3.3.2 BULB AND CAPILLARY THERMOSTAT

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

It is currently the main applicaion of bimetallic systems. The bimetallic rod actuates a contact system. The seing can be ixed or
with a graduated knob. The contacts are control , manual reset or mixed types.
The main applicaions are:
• Household storage water heaters. They are controlled by a screwdriver adjustment, with single-pole switching thermostat
for temperature control , with temperature sensing made by the rod, and double pole switching for the manual reset,
with temperature sensing usually made by a bimetal disc located at the botom of the tank. They are protected by the
cover mounted under the water heater.
• In water heaters and industrial tanks. The temperature control devices are then split: one for control and one for safety. They
are mounted in IP65waterproof housings.
• In hydraulic systems, where they are use for oil temperature control. They have 1,2 or 3 staggered contacts to provide diferent
levels of alert and security.
Current temperature ranges span from -50 to 400 ° C. However, some special models can reach 800 °.
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3.2.3 BIMETAL ROD THERMOSTATS

This is the most common remote measurement and temperature control. The capillary lengths can be up to 3 meters but with a
signiicant drit due to the amount of liquid within the capillary.
In this series, fail safe devices may be produced . Current ranges of temperature span from -50 ° C to 400 ° C, excepionally up to
760 ° C.
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3.3.4 PIPE THERMOSTATS
These thermostats use a bulb and capillary mechanism , thermostat but with a very short capillary and a
bulb beneath the housing on a pipe radius formed plate . The housing has a system for ixing the plate on
a pipe.
Usual seing of these control these devices are between 0 and 120°C.

3.3.5 ROOM THERMOSTATS
These thermostats use a bulb and capillary mechanism but with a very
short capillary and a bulb located at the side or at the back of the housing.
This system is paricularly useful for professional and industrial equipment.
Current ranges of temperature span from -40 ° C to 120 ° C.

3.4. GAS EXPANSION AND VAPOR PRESSURE THERMOSTATS
3.4.1 BULB AND CAPILLARY ROOM THERMOSTAT
These vapor pressure devices are mainly used in electric convector thermostats, due to their low
diferenial and low thermal ineria.
Current temperature range: 4 to 40 ° C.

3.4.2 « WAFER » ROOM THERMOSTATS
It is currently derived from incubator thermostats used in poultry incubators
since more than 50 years. The sensiive part is a barometric type capsule
(Named ‘capsule de Vidie’), illed with low boiling temperature liquid. They
are widely used in household room thermostats. Current Page: 4 to 40 ° C

3.4.3 CAPILLARY THERMOSTATS
These thermostats are used for controlling the temperature of the refrigeraing systems. The low
thermal ineria of the capillary system, and the possibility of obtaining signiicant diferenial is the
main feature of these vapor pressure devices.
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3.3.3 LIQUID FILLED ROD THERMOSTATS
This family is a variant of the bimetal expansion rod thermostat. It difers by a greater resistance to vibraion
but a longer response ime. Applicaions are idenical. Current ranges of temperature ranging from -50 ° C
to 400 ° C, excepionally up to 760 ° C.
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3.4.6 THERMOMETERS
The gas expansion thermometers are used in industrial applicaions, they have a low
thermal ineria and can be used in high temperatures.

3.5 PHYSICAL STATE CHANGE THERMOSTATS
3.5.1 “CALORSTATS”
They use the wax meling temperature expansion. There is litle use of them in systems operaing an electrical contact, but they are widely used to provide mechanical
movements (Car engine thermostats, radiator thermostats, door locks, valve control).
This system can actuate an electrical contact, or operate a valve to control the low of
water when the temperature changes.
Current ranges from 30 to 150 ° C.
3.5.2 THERMAL FUSES
This is the main system used in thermal cut out. Millions of these devices are
currently produced in the world. It is a highly reliable system, whose operaion
is safe. The electrical contacts are either cut by the conductor meling (Raing
generally limited to 4A) or by meling of a pellet releasing a spring contact (Raing
up to 25A).
Current ranges from 60 to 300 ° C.
The meling part is made of metal or plasic.
This system, known as TCO (thermal cut-of ) is the ulimate security system. It is inexpensive.
A variant of these systems are also used in non-electric appliances for releasing a mechanism, in paricular in ire detecion
apparatus.
3.5.3 BOILING THERMOSTATS
The most common thermostat of this type is the failsafe capillary
limiter with manual reset.
This system measures the boiling of a liquid contained in a capillary or
a bulb at the end of the capillary. Temperature sensing on + / -300 mm
capillary is required to operate the contact. For this reason, models
oten have their capillary curled at the end, with dimensions similar
to a bulb. These devices are always ixed temperature types, most of
ime calibrated within the 50 to 170 ° C span, and the capillary length
is limited to + / -900 mm for transmission of the excess pressure due
to the boiling reasons or depression due to the rupture of the capillary.
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3.4.5 AIR DISPLACEMENT THERMOSTATS
These devices were using a ilament style heaing system in a glass bulb parially illed with
air and containing mercury. Pushed by the expanding air, the mercury passed through a tube
into a compartment containing an electrode with which it established an electrical contact.
This system, coupled with a slow break bimetal thermostat contact avoided contact
triggering, and achieved very low diferenial and high electrical raing. This system ,very
accurate, very reliable, has completely disappeared.
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3.4.4. BULB AND CAPILLARY THERMOSTATS
They are mainly used in industrial applicaions because the vapor pressure can achieve quite
easily adjustable diferenial devices.
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Co-laminated
bimetals

Double metals

Liquid expansion

Vapor pressure

Physical state
change

Family

Sub family

Fixed seing

Current sensiives

Fixed seing

Non sensiives to current

Adjustable seing
Spiral
Cartridges
Surface sensing
Rod
Glass
Bulb and capillary for
incorporaion
Bulb and capillary with
metal protecion housing
Bulbe et
capillaire s/s boîier
Bulb and capillary
Membrane
Air displacement
Wax
Compounds meling
Boiling

For incorporaion
Professionnals
Industrials
Explosion proof
Laboratory
Appliances OEM

Applicaion
Coils protectors, small appliances, automoive, rechargeable bateries
Small appliances, HVAC, refrigeraion
equipment
Irons, grills, crêpes makers
Thermometers, airstats
Heaing plates, lat heaters, medical
equipment
Household water heaters
HVAC
Tanks, Hydraulic power units, heaters
Chemical industry
Various
Ovens, cookers, washing machines, dishwashers, boilers

Semi-professionnel

OEMs electro, kilns, ovens, air heaters

Industrial and/ or hazardous
area, heavy construcion

Factories, maintenance, heat tracing

Conductor meling

Electric heaters, refrigerators thermostats
Household room thermostats
No more used
Automoive, hot water central heaing
Small appliance, coils, bateries, electronic
Household appliances, electric heaing,
motors
Heaters, electric air heaters, heat pumps
Air condiionning, ire detecion

Pellet meling
Capillary
Glass bulb
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4. APPLICATIONS
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Deiniions of the diferent thermostaic systems according to EN60335-1
§3.7.1 Thermostat: temperature sensing system of which the operaing temperature may be ixed or adjustable and which, during normal operaion, maintains the temperature of the controlled part within certain limits by automaic opening and closing
of a circuit
§3.7.2 temperature limiter: temperature-sensing device, the operaing temperature of which may be either ixed or adjustable
and which during normal operaion operates by opening or closing a circuit when the temperature of the controlled part reaches
a predetermined value
NOTE A temperature limiter does not make the reverse operaion during the normal duty cycle of the appliance. It may or may
not require manual reseing.
temperature limiter: temperature sensing control which is intended to keep a temperature below or above one paricular value
during normal operaing condiions and which may have provision for seing by the user
A temperature limiter may be of the automaic or of the manual reset type. It does not make the reverse operaion during the
normal duty cycle of the appliance.
§3.7.3 Thermal cut-out : device which during abnormal operaion limits the temperature of the controlled part by automaically
opening the circuit,... and is constructed so that its seing cannot be altered by the user.
thermal cut-out: temperature sensing control intended to keep a temperature below or above one paricular value during
abnormal operaing condiions and which has no provision for seing by the user
A thermal cut-out may be of the automaic, manual reset or non-resetable type.
§3.7.4 self-reseing thermal cut-out: thermal cut-out that automaically restores the current ater the relevant part of the
appliance has cooled down suiciently
§3.7.5 non-self-reseing thermal cut-out: thermal cut-out that requires a manual operaion for reseing, or replacement of a
part, in order to restore the current
NOTE Manual operaion includes disconnecion of the appliance from the supply mains.
§3.7.6 Protecive device: device, the operaion of which prevents a hazardous situaion under abnormal operaion condiions
§3.7.7 Thermal link: thermal cut-out which operates only once and requires parial or complete replacement
Fail safe temperature limiter: the fail safe in a thermostat is deined by the EN60730-2-9 Standard § 6.4.3.101, as a temperature
control device wherein a leakage of the illing luid does not increase the temperature set point. More generally a system is said
to be failsafe, when a loss of luid (including electricity) leads the equipment to a stable safety state. The safety state must be
maintained over ime.
Thermostats recommended applicaions:
IEC (EN) 60730-1 Standards « Automaic electrical controls
for household and similar use» and especially IEC (EN)
60730-2-9-(2008) : « Paricular requirements for temperature sensing controls» are the standards that deine the funcional
characterisics of thermostats. Appendix EE of the latest version of the standard describes all recommended applicaions for
these devices.

5.2 COMMON VOCABULARY USED TO DESIGNATE A THERMOSTAT

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Standards EN60730 and EN 60335 deine, someimes with diferences, the vocabulary to use. However, it is oten diferent from
that used in pracice.
Usual vocabulary:
Set point: The value set on the temperature control device, corresponding to the temperature to reach
Diferenial: the temperature diference between the opening and closing of the contact
Snap acion: contacts open and close instantly
Manual reset: acion to turn on by manual intervenion, to heaing posiion contacts opened by a temperature rise that did not
automaically return to closed posiion when the temperature drops
Automaic reset: Contact that is automaically closed when the temperature drops
Sensing control: automaic control in which iniiaion is by an element sensiive to the acivaing temperature
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5. Terminology and vocabulary

Dozens of names are used by the customer to designate thermostats. We can menion:
aquastat, airstat, bimetal sensor, temperature sensor, temperature switch, temperature detector, thermal sensor, thermal switch,
temperature limiter, thermal pellet, pellet thermostat, thermal protector, temperature controller, sensor, temperature probe ,
temperature sensor, thermostat
Some brands have passed into the vocabulary:
Klixon: Texas trademark instrument means a bimetal disc thermostat.
Combistat: Stork trademark refers to a contact thermometer
Vigitherme: Heito trademark refers to a thermostat bimetal disc.
Ipsotherm: Comepa trademark refers to a thermostat bimetal disc.
Calorstat: brand used by Vernet thermostat, refers to an automoive water circuit valve.
E-Mail: info@ulimheat.com Web: www.ulimheat.com
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Electrical cut out: (IEC 60335-1)
§3.8.1 All-pole cut out: Cuing in two conductors in a single operaion, or for three phase units, the cut of the three conductors
in a single step ... Note: for three-phase, the neutral lead is not considered as a power conductor.
§22.2: Phase cut out: single pole protecion systems cuing heaing elements in single pole circuits of Class 01 devices and
coninuously connected Class 01 devices, must be connected to the phase conductor.
Electrical conductors colors: (IEC 60446)
§3.1 … For the ideniicaion of leads the following colors are allowed: black, brown, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, gray,
white, pink, turquoise.
§3.2.2 Neutral conductor or center conductor : when a circuit includes a neutral conductor or neutral conductor ideniied by
color, the color used for this purpose should be blue ...
Note 2 – In the United States of America, Canada and Japan, idenifying with white or natural gray colors for the neutral
conductor or center conductor is used as a replacement for the ideniicaion by the light blue color.
§3.2.3 AC phase conductors: black and brown colors are the favorite colors for the phase conductors of AC systems.
§3.3.2 Conductor protecion: The two-tone green-and-yellow combinaion must be used for ideniicaion of the protecive
conductor to the exclusion of any other use. The green-and-yellow is the only recognized color scheme for the ideniicaion of
the protecive conductor
Note 2 – In the United States of America, Canada and Japan, idenifying with green color for the protecion conductor is used as
a replacement for the ideniicaion by the two-tone green-and-yellow combinaion.
Fail safe, funcional safety, safety levels:
It is required by the European Direcive 97/23 dealing with heat generators, pressure equipment and boilers as follow: «the
procedures for conformity assessment and the essenial safety requirements of the Direcive apply to the complete safety chain.
The requirements for the sensor itself can be diferent according to the safety design principles, for instance: redundancy or
fail-safe ». Many “product” standards of the IEC (EN) 60335-xxx series require this type of safety.
Deiniions related to the funcional safety: this concept was introduced by the CEI 61508:1998 Standard. « Funcional
Safety for electrical /electronic and programmable electronic (E/E/PES) systems». This standard deines the requirements
and provisions for the design of electronic and programmable complex systems and subsystems. This is a general standard
that can be used in all industrial sectors. The categories of protecion of industrial heaing equipment have been classiied
into three levels by the old EN 954-1 Standard.
Level 1 includes mainly the process control instrumentaion: temperature sensors, thermostats, controllers, programmers. This
level provides a control either permanently or in a sequence by programmed commands iniiated by the operator (for example:
control disc, bimetal, bulb and capillary thermostats, electronic temperature controls).
Level 2 consists essenially of an instrumentaion composiion close to that of level one, but funcionally completely independent
of this level.
This level 2 protects the process by a disconinuous unsystemaic funcion, that is to say not iniialized by the operator, from
threshold violaion informaion on criical parameters of the process.
(For example, disc thermostat + disk limiter, bulb and capillary temperature limiters + bulb and capillary thermostat, double
electronic controllers)
Level 3 is the ulimate protecion of the process. It does not include idenical instrumentaion to those of Level 1 and 2, but devices
working without auxiliary energy (for example: ixed temperature limiters with manual or automaic reset on circuits controlled by
electronic controllers, thermal fuses for systems controlled by disc or bulb and capillary thermostats, or by electronic controllers).
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6. Important extracts of standards related to control or safety circuits
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7.1 GENERAL RULES

• THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
The temperature of a medium (liquid, air, metal) decreases progressively as the distance from the heat source. This decrease,
called thermal gradient is inversely proporional to the thermal conducivity of the medium. For good temperature control, irst
step is to make this decrease as low as possible: by sirring the liquid, sirring the air, using metals that are good conductors of
heat.
In unsirred liquid baths, thermal variaions that rise several tens of degrees between diferent measurement points are quite
common. It is the same in the air.
• RESPONSE TIME
Pracically speaking, the ime taken by a device to change temperature is proporional to its mass and inversely proporional to
its thermal conducivity.
Subject to the same variaion of temperature, a large block of copper takes longer to heat up than a litle. A block of pure silver
of the same weight will react much more quickly.
In one room, sun exposure will raise rapidly the temperature of the ambient air because its mass is low, but the walls will react
much more slowly because they are much more massive, even if their thermal conducivity is higher. Therefore, to control the
air condiioner, make sure that the thermostat measure the temperature of the air and not of the walls.
Thermal conducivity of some materials
Thermal conducivity at
Thermal conducivity at
Materials
Materials
20°C (W•m-1•K-1)
20°C (W•m-1•K-1)
PU foam
0,025
Titanium
20
Ait (atmospheric pressure)
0,026
304 Stainlss steel
26
EPS
0,036
Mild steel
46
Fiber glass wool
0,043
Plainium
72
Cork
0,043
Iron
80
Wood (Average)
0,16
Cast iron
100
Abestos
0,17
Silicium
149
Epoxy
0,25
Aluminum alloy (with SiC)
150-200
Nylon
0,25
Pure aluminum (99.9%)
237
PPS (Ryton)
0,3
Massive silicium carbide
250
Vulcanized rubber (EPDM)
0,4
Gold
317
Water
0,63
Copper
390
Concrete
0,92
Silver
429
Glass
1,23
Graphite
500-2000
Bakelite
1,42
Diamond
1000-2600
Quartz
10
Graphene
4000-5300
It is easily possible to see that if a thermal gradient takes 1 second to be transmited in a silver part, it will take 1.1 seconds in
copper, 2.5 seconds in aluminum alloy, 4.3 seconds in iron, 6.3 seconds in mild steel, 16.5 seconds in stainless steel, 680 seconds
(more than 11 minutes) in non-sirred water and 16500 seconds (more than 4 hours) in sill air.
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The proper funcioning of a thermostat depends primarily on the correct choice of the component, but also the condiions of its
installaion. Condiions used to calibrate regulaing and control equipment in the factory are always ideal laboratory condiions,
ensuring measurement accuracy and repeatability. These condiions are rarely those found in pracice when installing
thermostats. However, with a minimum of constraints, it is possible to opimize assemblies.
One’s will always bear in mind these two essenial rules:
• A thermostat measures the temperature where the sensing element is located, and it is therefore necessary that this place is
representaive of the temperature that must be controlled.
• The thermal ineria is the most common causes of poor regulaion. A thermostat does not have an instant response to a
temperature change.
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7. INSTALLATION

• TIME NEEDED TO HEAT
An issue frequently raised, and that many consider as associated with thermostats is the ime it takes to heat a product. In fact,
at constant power, the amount of heat (energy) required to heat a product depends on its mass and its heat capacity, and not on
the thermostat.
Speciic Heat capacity (or speciic thermal capacity) is the energy it takes to bring a body to raise its temperature by one degree
kelvin for a mass of one kilogram. It is expressed in joules per kelvin per kilogram (J / K). It originates from the “calorie” that was
deined as the amount of heat required to raise 15 ° C to 16 ° C the temperature of one gram of water.
The table below gives some common values
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